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▸ Applicant: Mr. Gueguen, CNRS ISAE-ENSMA

▸ Code: FoXtroT

▸ Programming languages: C++, OpenMP

▸ Former input: fft_Ti64DIC_EVPtrac (20*10e6 voxels)

▸ Input: fft_traceit (40*10e6 voxels)

▸ Platforms: 
– Vision (Université de Poitiers)

● 8  sockets Intel Xeon Gold 6252 @ 2.10GHz, 192 cores (24 per socket)
● GNU compilers 4.8.5, MPT/2.22, VTK/7.1.1/ boost/1.70_gcc4.8, 

MKL/2020

Background
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▸ Strong Scalability (1 node)
– 2, 4, 8 ,12, 24, 48, 96, 120 cores

▸ Tools: Extrae/3.6.1, PyPOP/0.3.2, modelfactors/0.3.7

▸ Remarks:
– Input problem size has doubled compared to former audit
– Code has been updated to optimize maximum memory utilization 

(shouldn’t affect performance)

Background
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Application Structure

✎ Left windows: FoXtroT 4 threads
● Top: OpenMP user functions
● Bottom: Useful durations

✎ Same structural pattern as in former audit

✎ Granularity has changed
● Some computations have increased it 

proportionally to problem size
● Some computations have decreased it 

(probably due to code updates)
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Strong Scalability 

✎ Application’s scalability is notably worse than in former audit 

Follow-on Former audit
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Strong Scalability

OpenMP Useful Parallel Functions 
(2, 8, 24, 96 & 120 threads) 

✎ Scalability structure is alike to Thor (though now we can scale further 
than 20 threads)
● None parallel function show strange behaviours

● They all scale reasonably good

✎ Black gaps are appreciated (revealing non parallel computations or 
load imbalance) starting with 8 threads and making it obvious with 
120 threads
● Even though, it doesn’t explain a Global Efficiency of 24% with 120 

threads

✎ Other factors, besides parallel runtime, worsen efficiency
● These factors affect all parallel functions, they don’t belong to a 

specific region
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POP Metrics: Efficiencies

✎ OpenMP region efficiency is better than on Hawk from the former audit (because MKL runs in parallel), but 
worse than on Thor
● Has to do with new problem size or hardware?

✎ Bad IPC scalability
● NUMA effects perhaps? (this behaviour was noticed on Hawk)

✎ Other metrics show reasonable values

FoXtroT efficiencies % table
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POP Metrics: Efficiencies

✎ Computation scalability is the big problem

✎ Parallel efficiency also shows room for 
improvement

✎ Huge performance impact due to IPC
● When using more than 1 socket (more than 

24 threads) efficiency decreases drastically
● With 4 sockets (96 threads) it stabilizes
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Parallel Efficiency

✎ There are 2 different harmful behaviours

● (Left) master thread is much slower (More work? Serial code? Slower CPU?)

● (Right) constant pattern of load imbalance between threads. Last threads (95-120) don’t get work 
to do (Bad configuration? Insufficient loop iterations?)

08/02/2021

LB=73% LB=67%

compute_forward_z_out_omp.c, libmkl_gnu_thread.so
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Load Balance

✎ We found a common pattern causing bad load balance in all the executions:
● The master thread runs at a slightly higher frequency and much slower IPC than all the other threads

● Is it running any special code?  Does it suffer slower memory access? 
● The problem is not NUMA (Non Uniform Memory Access) related because it occurs with any number of threads 

08/02/2021

LB=73%
Instructions LB = 98% Frequency balance

IPC balance

FoXtroT 120 threads Load Balance
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Load Balance

✎ L3 Total Misses per 1000 instructions confirms that the master thread has much slower memory access time
● This also could explain why the master thread runs at a higher frequency
● What is causing this huge difference? Must be serial code or noise

08/02/2021

LB=73%

FoXtroT 120 threads. 
Load Balance & Cache misses ratio (misses per 1000 instr.)
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Load Balance

✎ In this other computation the OpenMP runtime couldn’t divide the work (instructions) among all available threads
● Is the amount of work insufficient (not enough loop iterations for all threads)?

✎ Besides, the very variable frequency and IPC between threads with the same amount of work produce more imbalances
● Where does the data resides for such differences? Are all threads executing the same type of computation? 

08/02/2021

LB=67% Instructions LB = 83% Frequency balance IPC balance

FoXtroT 120 threads Load Balance
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Compute Scalability: IPC

FoXtroT 120 threads 
Cluster plots; left: Duration-Instructions; right: Duration-IPC

✎ We have clustered the compute regions to  
better study their compute characteristics

✎ Some compute regions take more compute 
time despite having less work to do 
(clusters 1,4 and 6)
● IPC makes the differences. What is 

causing the bad IPC?

✎ A common perk: all clusters have an 
important variability (because of NUMA?)
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Compute Scalability: IPC



Compute Scalability: IPC

✎ Approximately each L1 cache miss provokes one L2 and L3 miss too
● The memory access pattern is random, or parallel threads are constantly invalidating each others cache lines
● Cluster 3 is the only one that gets to exploit L2 cache reasonably good

✎ Interesting fact:clusters 1, 2, 3 and 5 have important IPC variability despite presenting similar cache misses (NUMA 
effects?)
● Cluster 6 have constant IPC with a variable range of cache misses (different memory access pattern or code every 

time?)

FoXtroT 120 threads. 
L1, L2 and L3 total cache misses related with IPC

15



Compute Scalability: IPC

✎ With 2 threads (1 socket) IPC variability is lesser 

✎ Also, the L2 and L3 misses per L1 miss is slightly less 
compared with 120 threads

✎ Notice in the table that the IPC decrease is not proportional 
to the cache miss ratio increase from 2 to 120 threads
● With 120 threads we run on 5 NUMA nodes (sockets).

● This is another indicator that memory access times get 
worse due to NUMA

FoXtroT 2 threads. 
L1, L2 and L3 total cache misses related with IPC

Average values table with IPC and 
cache miss ratio per 1000 instructions

16



Compute Scalability: IPC

✎ Between 1 and 4 sockets the IPC degradation due to NUMA is 
the biggest
● From 4 sockets (half o the cluster) forwards the IPC 

stabilizes again
● Given the NUMA distances of the cluster, our guess is 

that IPC gets stable at 3 sockets 

IPC evolution of the clustered regions

1 NUMA Nodes 2 4 5 

L3 & L1 cache misses evolution

120 threads

2 threads

Relative latency matrix between 8 NUMA 
Nodes of VISION08/02/2021



Summary
✎ The follow-on proved that FoXtroT is more inefficient on VISION cluster than on Thor or Hawk

● The reason for this is worse load balance and very bad IPC scalability (problems linked more to 
hardware rather than new problem size)

✎ Worse load balance because the master thread suffers of strange performance effects (lower IPC) 
and MKL libraries can’t distribute work among all threads

✎ Worse IPC because FoXtroT doesn’t implement optimal data allocation and access patterns (sensible 
to NUMA) 18



Recommendations
✎ We’ve realized that some parallel routines might not perform contiguous memory accesses to data 

structures (compute_plastic_corr, compute_evp_dstrain and do_compute_strain):

● Changing the order of the loop indexes could bring better cache utilization of spatial locality
● Implementing a work completion by Block Size would be interesting to make data fit in cache

✎ Taking care of data allocation on each NUMA node would significantly improve IPC scalability
● Try to allocate on each socket the data structures used by the threads of that socket
● Avoid threads accessing data residing in other sockets
● Use schedule(static) with suitable chunk size instead of shcedule(auto) (don’t trust the compiler)

✎ Given that the heaviest parallel compute regions don’t have dependencies these could be ported to 
GPU

Potential Proofs of Concepts

19



Recommendations

✎ Check why the master thread behaves so differently
● Bad mapping of processes? From VISION documentation

To avoid interference between dplace/omplace and Intel's thread affinity interface, set the environment 
variable KMP_AFFINITY to disabled or set OMPLACE_AFFINITY_COMPAT to ON

● Allocate more cores than specified in OMP_NUM_THREADS
● Try to assign 2 cores to the master thread (with GNU compilers through: GOMP_CPU_AFFINITY)

✎ Check what prevents the MKL library from distributing work evenly between all threads
● Is the matrix size big enough? Is it some configuration option of MKL?

08/02/2021 20
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Contact:
https://www.pop-coe.eu
mailto:pop@bsc.es
    @POP_HPC

This project has received funding from the European Union‘s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 
676553 and 824080. 

Performance Optimisation and Productivity 
A Centre of Excellence in HPC

https://www.pop/
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